2021 MADELYN WHITE WINE CUVÉE
In life, as in winemaking, a blend of great things often results in something fun and unique. Daily
experiences, great and small, become even more remarkable when shared with those we love. I personally
feel blessed to share each day with my beautiful daughter, Sophia. In her tribute, I am proud to make
Madelyn White Cuvée, a wine that expresses the joy I experience with her in my life. The wine’s name
comes from her middle name: Sophia Madelyn Trujillo.

Vintage Notes
This 2021 vintage of the Madelyn White Cuvee is an expressive
white wine blend from the Mendocino AVA. A rousing blend of Sauvignon
Blanc and Gewürztraminer defines this 2021 Madelyn White Cuvee. These
are single source varietals, fermented to dryness, then blended
meticulously with one another into perfect harmony. This blend brings
forth the crisp, fresh citrus of Sauvignon Blanc seamlessly laced together
with the fragrant tropical fruits of Gewürztraminer.
Within its tantalizing aromatic expressiveness, there are the
vibrant aromatics of sweet citrus, orange blossom, honey, melon, and a hint
of anise. The flavors are expressive of the aromas: crisp, sweet pink
grapefruit, melon, star fruit, and a touch of sweet Meyer lemon. The
Gewürztraminer lends to the expanded volume in the aromatics and the
broad expansion on the flavors. Woven together perfectly with its vibrant
acidity and complimenting minerality, this wine has a refreshing lift, with
exhilarating brightness, that generously rolls out to a lingering, delightful,
and satisfying finish.
This 2021 Madelyn White Wine Cuvée is a unique, fun and
refreshing white wine that is meant to be enjoyed in all casual settings. In
my recent travels, a sommelier expressed this white wine perfectly . . .
“Playful!” . . . that’s fits perfectly! May the 2021 Madelyn White Cuvée be
among many of your playful moments.
-Michael Trujillo, Winemaker
Origin
Mendocino AVA

Blend Composition
64% Sauvignon Blanc
36% Gewürztraminer

Maturation
4 months
100% Stainless Steel
Fermented and
maintained

Technical Notes
pH – 3.28
TA – 7.2 g/L
RS – 1.4 g/L
Alc. – 13.81% by volume

Cases Produced
433

Bottled
January 18, 2022

